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ABSTRACT

This work reports the implementation of a man-system interface based on automatic speech recognition, and its

integration to a virtual nuclear power plant control desk. The later is aimed to reproduce a real control desk

using virtual reality technology, for operator training and ergonomic evaluation purpose. An automatic speech

recognition system was developed to serve as a new interface with users, substituting computer keyboard and

mouse. They can operate this virtual control desk in front of a computer monitor or a projection screen through

spoken commands. The automatic speech recognition interface developed is based on a well-known signal

processing technique named cepstral analysis, and on artificial neural networks. The speech recognition

interface is described, along with its integration with the virtual control desk, and results are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear power plants (NPP) operation poses high safety requirements, thus NPP simulation

for personnel training programs must reproduce well the conditions that operators would face

during real operational routines. The simulations’ purpose is two-fold: (i) to supply personnel

training for NPP operation; (ii) to support ergonomic evaluations for new NPP control

systems design or for the modernization of existing ones.

Operators interact with a NPP through a control desk, monitoring variables’ measurements,

and dealing with actuator controls, to keep operation under normal conditions. In the case of

abnormal situations, they have to identify them correctly from the corresponding variables

and alarm indications, and to mitigate the incident or accident in a very effective way. Also,

tests are usually carried out to evaluate human-interfaces from the ergonomics and human-

factors points of view [1]-[5].

All these tasks are typically based on systems that comprise a computer simulator that aims to

run NPP operational simulations, and a human-system interface [6]. There is a number of

international guidelines in the literature with related recommendations [6]-[16]. The

traditional approach required the construction of physical (reduced scale) control desks, with
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an associated computer simulation program, which is known as full-scope simulation, where

operators or trainees are faced with control desk models that are very similar to the original

ones. The disadvantage is clearly the need of constructing those physical models. Figure 1

shows the reduced scale control desk, developed by the Korea Atomic Energy Research

Institute (KAERI), in which this work has been based.

Figure 1. Reduced-scale control desk.

An alternative approach consists in the use of synoptic windows, in which computer monitors

with schematic diagrams substitute the physical control desk. This kind of simulator is known

as compact simulator [17]. Our staff has worked in cooperation with KAERI, through a

project supported by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), in the development of

a NPP compact simulator based on synoptic windows [18]. The disadvantages of this

approach are: (i) the synoptic windows do not resemble much the original control desk in

which they had been based; (ii) operators or trainees need to navigate through a number of

screens of those synoptic windows, during operational training.

The navigation may sometimes become confusing, specially during simulated incidents or

accidents. Trainees have to navigate through many synoptic windows to see the alarms and

the affected systems, to identify the type of malfunction and to make decisions to bring the

plant back to normal operational condition. These questions are treated in more details

elsewhere [19], which also deals with improvements that are being carried out to overcome

the drawbacks. Other related improvements are treated in [20], [21]. Figure 2 shows the

synoptic windows approach implementation of a pressurized water reactor (PWR) NPP

compact simulator at Instituto de Engenharia Nuclear (IEN/CNEN).
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Figure 2. Synoptic windows approach.

More recently, virtual control desks (VCD) have been developed to replace the synoptic

windows [22]-[25]. This approach is based on virtual reality (VR) technology, aiming to

reproduce visually, with fidelity, the original control desk in which the simulator had been

based, with respect to the layout. Thus, this approach combines the online dynamic operation

functionalities of a PWR NPP compact simulator, with a realistic view of the corresponding

control desk.

Our staff has been developing one such VCD, based on the full-scope control desk shown in

Fig. 1, to operate in conjunction with the existing PWR NPP compact simulator, through

computer network. Preliminary results were reported [26]-[28]. This VCD was operated

through computer keyboard and mouse, thus requiring that users were in front of a personal

computer (PC). Our objective is that users can navigate and control this VCD, free from

keyboard and mouse, standing in front of a PC monitor or a projection screen, so they could

perform the operational simulations in a more natural way. We now developed an interface

based on automatic speech recognition (ASR), so that spoken commands (isolated words)

could be automatically recognized and then the corresponding tasks executed.

2. THE AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM

The ASR methodology is based on two techniques: (i) cepstral analysis for the pre-processing

of speech signals; (ii) ANN’s for the recognition task. The cepstral analysis [29],[30] is a
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well-know technique to extract parameters from the vocal tract, while ANN’s [31] aims at

identifying the spoken commands from the cepstral coefficients. The pre-processing stage is

required for two reasons [32]: (i) to isolate, from the recorded signal, the interval that

contains only the spoken word itself; (ii) to extract relevant features from the speech signal,

for pattern recognition. Figure 3 shows a block diagram of a typical ASR system, for isolated

word identification. The first and second blocks, from left to the right, comprise the pre-

processing stage.

Figure 3. Typical speech recognition system.

The vocal tract is a slowly time-varying system, that can be considered approximately

stationary for time intervals ranging from 10 to 30 ms [32]. Thus, the speech signal must be

segmented in this range before any further signal processing is performed. All analysis

techniques are then applied in short-time; the Fourier analysis, for example, is applied as

Short-time Fourier Transform (STFT), resulting in the well-known speech spectrogram [32].

Seven commands were used: "abaixo", "acima", "direita", "esquerda", "aproxima", "afasta"

and "para", Portuguese words for: "down", "up", "right", "left", "zoom in", "zoom out" and

"stop", respectively. The later word was used because, once the system recognizes any of the

other commands above, it continues to execute the corresponding task indefinitely (for

example, zooming in the scene), so the user must say "para", to stop the task execution.

2.1.  Pre-processing Stage

2.1.1. Blank Space Elimination

Blank spaces have to be eliminated from the word to be recognized, as these "silence" parts

contain no useful information, but only background noise recorded from the environment. A

simple approach was used, considering only the short-time energy information. Such an

approach was reported by [33], for speaker recognition, showing good results, despite its

simplicity.

Segmentation was performed by 20 ms-duration adjacent segments, without superposition.

Short-time energy was evaluated along all segments, and those with energies below a

threshold of 1 % of the maximum energy in the whole signal were eliminated; the resulting

valid segments were kept for subsequent processing.

Speech signal
Recognized
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elimination

Feature
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Pattern
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2.1.2. Parameter Extraction

The parameters to be extracted constitute in a vocal tract model. Since the vocal tract

dynamics is related to the spoken word, its model constitutes a signature that can be used for

pattern recognition. This work makes use of the cepstral coefficients [29],[30], derived from

the FFT [34], [35], given the simplicity of this approach.

Speech segmentation is performed through the use of Hamming windows, to avoid spurious

high frequencies due to abrupt amplitude variations in the speech signal, as would result with

the use of rectangular windows. A superposition of 50% between adjacent segments was

adopted, to compensate for the signal attenuation in the segment boarders.

After the blank space elimination stage, the resulting signals have variable length, depending

on how fast or slow the word had been spoken. As long as this work makes use of ANN’s for

the pattern recognition stage, the number of inputs of the feedforward ANN should be fixed

[31]. Thus, it was adopted a strategy similar to one cited elsewhere [36], [37], where both the

superposition percentage and the number of segments were fixed, letting the segment’s length

vary to accommodate the word length.

The cepstral analysis is summarized in the following. For speech processing applications,

only the real cepstrum is sufficient [30]. A simplified model of speech production considers

the speech signal s(n) as resulting from a convolution between the excitation u(n) and the

vocal tract impulse response h(n), the later corresponding to the vocal tract model in the time

domain, as indicated by Eq. 1. To extract the vocal tract impulse response from the speech

signal, the cepstral coefficients perform deconvolution of the speech signal, as indicated by

Eq. 2.
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where:

• ( )kS : DFT of the speech signal;

• ( )kU : DFT of the excitation;

• ( )kH : DFT of the vocal tract impulse response;

• Sc : cepstrum of the speech signal;

• Uc : cepstrum of the excitation;

• Hc : cepstrum of the vocal tract impulse response.

As the cepstral coefficients are well separated in the quefrency domain [30], both information

can be separated by a low-pass liftering process, which is in general performed with a

sinusoidal lifter [38]. In this R&D, the DFT was obtained with a 512-point FFT, by zero-

padding [30], since it was verified that the segments’ lengths ranged around 300 samples.
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Twelve cepstral coefficients were used, discarding the zero-index one, which corresponds to

the excitation [39].

2.2.  Classification Stage

2.2.1. The Classificators

The inputs to ANN’s are generated by appending all cepstral coefficients for all segments,

resulting in an input dimension of 600, corresponding to 12 cepstral coefficients over 50

segments. Two types of ANN’s were used: (i) Feed-forward (FF) ANN, trained with

backpropagation algorithm; (ii) General Regression Neural Network (GRNN).

The backpropagation FF ANN was designed with three layers: one input layer and two

neuron layers with non-linear sigmoidal activation function, as recommended for

classification purpose [31]. The number of outputs corresponds to the number of commands

to be recognized, − in this case, seven commands.

The pre-processed signal realizations were sorted into three sets, with approximately the

following percentages: (i) training set: 60 %; (ii) validation set (used to avoid overtraining):

20 %; (iii) test set (also known as production set, used to assess the ANN’s generalization

capability): 20 %.

Preliminary results have been reported before, only for a FF ANN [40], [41]. Currently, given

the good results achieved, this R&D focused in the practical implementation of the

techniques used, for integration with the existing VCD. For this purpose, FFT/IFFT code was

implemented in C language, based on the reference [42]; all the programming is now in C

language, as well.

2.2.2. Training Results

Results are shown for both FF ANN and GRNN. Right answers arise when the ANN result

agree with the desired output; wrong answers arise when the ANN result doesn’t agree with

the desired output.

Besides results obtained independently with each type of ANN, another configuration

considers the overall results obtained with both types of ANN in parallel. In this case, right

answers arise when both ANN’s agree on the result and this result agree with the desired

output; wrong answers arise when both ANN’s agree on the result but this result doesn’t

agree with the desired output; “don’t know” answers arise when both ANN’s disagree on the

result. The use of two ANN’s of different types in parallel also improves the ASR robustness,

by avoiding those cases when both ANN’s disagree on the result.

The data consists of a total of 140 locutions, 20 for each of the seven commands. Table 1 and

Table 2 show results for two runs where commands were spoken to the system not in

sequence, but randomly.
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Table 1. Results for ANN’s – first run; second

column: results for FF ANN; third column: results

for GRNN; fourth column: results for a

configuration with both ANN’s in parallel.

FF GRNN FF and GRNN

Total of locutions 140 140 140

Right answers 139 139 138

Right answers (%) 99.29 % 99.29 % 98.57 %

Wrong answers 1 1 ____________

Wrong answers (%) 0.71 % 0.71 % ____________

“Don’t know” answers ____________ ____________ 2

“Don’t know” answers (%) ____________ ____________ 1.43 %

Table 2. Results for ANN’s – second run; second

column: results for FF ANN; third column: results

for GRNN; fourth column: results for a

configuration with both ANN’s in parallel.

FF GRNN FF and GRNN

Total of locutions 140 140 140

Right answers 133 136 129

Right answers (%) 95.00 % 97.14 % 92.14 %

Wrong answers 7 4 ____________

Wrong answers (%) 5.00 % 2.86 % ____________

“Don’t know” answers ____________ ____________ 11

“Don’t know” answers (%) ____________ ____________ 7.85 %
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3. THE VIRTUAL CONTROL DESK

The VCD now replaces the synoptic windows, including also the networking capabilities to

operate the PWR NPP compact simulator remotely. Figure 4 shows the new networking

scheme, in which the synoptic windows are replaced by the VCD with the TCP/IP Socket.

Figure 5 shows a complete view of the VCD; compare it with Fig. 1. Figure 6 shows a partial

view of the VCD in comparison with the real one.

Figure 4. The new networking scheme.

Figure 5. The virtual control desk.
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a)  b) 

Figure 6. Comparison between the real and the

VCD’s: a) a module of the real control desk; b) the

virtual counterpart of the corresponding module.

4. INTEGRATION WITH THE VIRTUAL CONTROL DESK

For the integration of the ASR system with the existing VCD, the spoken commands are

captured automatically online with a microphone. The input signal is monitored at each 0.2 s,

and recorded if it is greater than a threshold, for a time that is sufficient to record an entire

word in most typical situations. This signal is then further processed for speech versus blank

elimination, parameter extraction and recognition, as already explained.

Integration between the ASR system with the VCD was performed with the use of OpenGL, a

graphics pack for C language, that was also used for the VCD development. This pack has a

function related to the computer keyboard, for the execution of tasks according to the keys

pressed by the user; this is already in use in this VCD. In this work, another pack was used,

named OpenAL, related to audio, through which the camera (that implements the VCD 3D

view) position is changed according to the recognized command.

3. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, an ASR system was further developed and adapted, by using C programming,

for online implementation with the purpose of integrating it with an existing PWR NPP VCD.

The ASR system now monitors and captures automatically speech signals from users,

processing them for command recognition. The recognized commands are then input to the

VCD as it were commands coming from the computer keyboard, by using OpenAL and

OpenGL packs.

The tests’ results show the ASR system robustness for isolated word recognition. Besides the

high indices of right answers, for each of the ANN’s used, some other strategies contribute to
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improve its robustness: (i) the use of two different types of ANN’s in parallel; (ii) the use of

the command “para” (“stop”). The former increases the avoidance of wrongly recognized

commands, for the cases when the ANN’s disagree on the result; it can’t avoid, though, those

cases when both ANN’s agree on the result but both are wrong. The later, lets the user stop

immediately the task execution, not only when they really want to stop the camera

movement, but when they notice the task is not the one they wanted. This system can be

readily used, not only for this VCD, but for other applications.

The ASR system can be adapted for speaker recognition, by slightly adapting the training

scheme, what may improve the whole system by permitting only some authorized personnel

to operate the control system.
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